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WELCOME
This report, brought to you by GlobalCollect, provides a snapshot of gaming
payments intelligence and wider market data for the international games
market. We take a close look at global gaming growth trends, payment
methods & performance, game platforms, and international payment comparisons.

Exclusive transaction based data from GlobalCollect and market data
from the International Games Research Company Newzoo are bundled to
share a unique insight into the rapidly evolving games industry and payment
trends.
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GLOBAL
GROWTH & KEY TRENDS
The games market is undergoing dramatic changes, ultimately driven by
consumers. The free-to-play business model, uptake of mobile screens and
continued strong growth in emerging markets have pushed up the number of
(paying) players and time spent. Money follows these early growth indicators,
illustrated by the healthy global growth rate of 7%.
The Asia-Pacific Market is now the same size as North America in terms of
revenues, but has substantially more gamers. Thus, we expect the Asian market
to continue to grow at a healthy pace to become the biggest games market in
the world. Latin America has also shown an impressive growth rate of 14% and as
the number of gamers continue to increase, so will the overall revenue share.

Global Games Market Revenues | Per Region
Newzoo | 2012

5 key facts

93m
Latin America
gamers $2.7bn
+14% Y-O-Y

•

4%

North
America
$22.5bn

34%

Total
$66.3bn

•

34%

343m
gamers

+7% Y-O-Y
967m
gamers

+1% Y-O-Y

172m
gamers

28%

•
•

EMEA 359m
$18.7bn gamers
+4% Y-O-Y

•

22% of US and EU gamers play
on all four screens
80% of mobile game revenues
are generated by free games
60% growth in time spent on
games in two years time
23M more US paying gamers
compared to one year ago
$66B global game revenues in
2012, up 7% from 2011

*Based on a financial analysis by Newzoo © 2013

GlobalCollect Growth | Growth in Transactions
2008 - 2012

2008

2010
+ 186%

2012
+ 67%

GlobalCollect are
widely recognised as
the leading payment
processor of video
gaming transactions
globally.

TOP PERFORMING
COUNTRIES
As companies seek to take their games to wider global audiences, it is
intriguing to track the growth of transaction numbers in certain markets and
highlight the comparitive size and growth rates.
Having access to country specific gaming sales growth trends can be further
complimented by segmenting this data by the game type, monetisation
models and genres. For gaming companies with aggresive international
growth ambitions this intelligence can provide a clear indication of the
likelihood of success of games in certain markets.

Leading Transactions and Growth Countries
GC Portfolio |2012

* This graph provides a selection of top 20 countries based on GlobalCollect transaction volumes

Top Growth Countries in terms of Transactions
GC Portfolio | 2012

Korea.................
Japan................
Singapore..........
Ireland...............
New Zealand....
Canada.............

24.13%
22.72%
19.10%
17.81%
15.53%
14.93%

It is clear that the divide between
Asian and Western gamers is starting
to blur. Western games are performing
well in Asia and as more Asian gaming
companies enter Europe and North
America we can expect to see further
globalization in the coming years.
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SPLIT PER
PLATFORM & GAME TYPE
Gaming is no longer dominated by the traditional platforms of console
and PC, in fact both platforms witnessed a decline in market share in 2012.
Consumers now enjoy games on a variety of platforms including the casual/
social space, MMO games and mobile games. MMO is now the second
most popular gaming platform. Games can be further defined as casual,
mid-core and hardcore depending on the level of player engagement and
learning they require to be mastered.

Global Games Market Revenues | Per Platform
Newzoo | 2012
PC
$6.5bn
-4% Y-O-Y

Casual/Social
$6.8bn
+0% Y-O-Y

10%

10%
14%

Mobile
$9.1bn
+30% Y-O-Y

Total
$66.3bn
+7% Y-O-Y

Consoles
$30.8
+2% Y-O-Y

46%

20%

Mobile game
revenues grew by an
unprecedented 30% in
2012, a trend we expect to
continue as the Free to Play
business model proves ever
more successful.

MMOs
$13.2bn
+15% Y-O-Y

*Based on a financial analysis by Newzoo © 2013

Transaction Split | Per Type
GC Portfolio | Q4 2012

The emergence of midcore gaming is evident,
with transactions growing
by 7% between Q1 and Q4
of 2012. This growth was at
the expense of hard-core
gaming transactions which
fell by 6%.

Q1 - Q4 growth-1%

7%

45%

Q1 - Q4 growth+7%

48%

Q1 - Q4 growth-6%

Casual
Hardcore
Midcore
* Based on transactions processed by Global Collect in 2012

PAYMENT
METHODS
Payment method cultures are divided by national borders. In certain
countries, alternative payment methods can make up as much as 80% of the
sales volumes. Payment method usage is also closely linked to monetisation
models. Free to play games see much higher volumes of sales with
alternative payment methods for example. This is related to the abundance
of consumer payment options for non-recurring transactions, which suits
youth audiences and emerging markets where access to e-commerce
enabled credit and debit cards is limited.

Payment Method Diversification l By Country
GC Portfolio | 2012

100%
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70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

* Based on transactions processed by Global Collect in 2012
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Realtime bank transfer

Direct debit

Prepaid / vouchers

Credit cards

eWallets

Bank transfers

Payment Methods | MMOs
GC Portfolio | Q4 2012

Amount

Frequency

Pay
to

Play

Free
to

Play*

Credit Cards
eWallets
Prepaid / Vouchers
Direct Debit
Realtime bank transfers
Bank transfers
Cash

* Free to play models (incl. F2P Subs, F2P Virtual Currencies, Item Selling, Extensions/Extra levels)
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UNITED STATES
VERSUS EUROPE
For US and Asia based gaming companies with global ambitions, decisions
on which payment methods to offer should be taken seriously. Credit cards
dominate the US market, however the percentages are far lower in Europe
and the rest of the world. Data is available from GlobalCollect to indicate
the average splits of payment methods in each country. Further analysis can
be made based on the game being sold and the monetization model to
provide an accurate recommendation on a global payment product mix.

Payment Methods | USA
The vast majority of
gaming transactions in
the US are carried out via
credit card. A wide variety
of payment methods
are not utilized, with prepaid methods virtually
non-existant. PayPal
has significant market
share in the US and is
also available on the
GlobalCollect platform.

GC Portfolio | 2012
3,5%

1,8%

3,2%

23,6%
67,6%
eWallets
Discover
American Express Online
MasterCard
Visa

* Based on transactions processed by Global Collect in 2012

Payment Methods | Europe

Gamers in the EU use a
wider variety of payment
methods than their US
counterparts,though
credit cards remain the
preffered method.

Alternative methods
account for 32.3% of
European payments.

GC Portfolio | 2012
3,2%

14,2%

4,7%
Bank

49,8%

7,4%

Realtime bank transfers
eWallets

Without offering a range

Prepaid / vouchers

of these methods you will

Direct debit

not maximise revenues.

2,8%

0,7%

17,3%

American Express Online
MasterCard
Visa

* Based on transactions processed by Global Collect in 2012

TRANSACTION
SPECIFIC
Average transaction values are important indicators for gaming companies
looking to structure price-points in different regions. Interestingly, average
transaction values also differ between payment products. This information
is vital when looking at payment product mixes for particular countries.
Considerations should also be made around the ability for consumers to
reverse payments. For larger transaction values non-reversible payment
products can provide a safer and less expensive alternative for gaming
companies.
ATV | Above and Below Average

ATV | Index Payment Methods

GC Portfolio | Q1 - Q4 2012

GC Portfolio | Q1 - Q4 2012

Saudi Arabia

160

Switzerland

140

Austria

120

Luxembourg

100
80

Belgium

60

Average Transaction Value = $14.9
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New Zealand
* Based on transactions processed by Global Collect in 2012

Credit Card Transactions Authorisation Rates |Per Country
GC Portfolio | Q1 - Q4 2012
93%
93%
92%
91%
89%

Austria
Hong Kong
Japan
Singapore
Taiwan

89%
89%
88%
88%
87%

Germany
Australia

Merchants can maximise
credit card authorisation
rates per country by using
multiple, localized card

South Africa
New Zealand

acquiring channels and
utilizing historical transaction
data.

Ireland

* Based on transactions processed by Global Collect in 2012
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GlobalCollect is the world’s premier Payment Service
Provider of card processing and local e-payment
solutions for the online Video Gaming industry. While
most providers limit their services to a technical link
with payment acquirers, GlobalCollect is a full service
partner providing you with advanced back office
services as well as online game business intelligence,
best practices and benchmarks based on years of
experience with international online gaming leaders.
Through a single-interface platform we offer access to an
unrivalled portfolio of online payment methods in almost
200 countries and 170 currencies, including all major
credit and debit cards, e-wallets, direct debits, realtime
banking, prepaid, cash at outlets, and bank transfers
GlobalCollect is PSD licensed and is certified as Level 1
PCI Compliant.
Newzoo is an international market research company
focused purely on the games industry. Newzoo provides
the best independent consumer market data across all
game platforms and business models. Our combination
of activities gives us a deep understanding of the global
games industry and ensures we are always ahead of
traditional market research companies. Newzoo’s clients
include Kabam, Blizzard, EA, Gamehouse, Microsoft,
SpilGames, GlobalCollect and Wizards of the Coast.
“While every reasonable effort is made to ensure that the data provided is accurate, no guarantees are made
regarding accuracy, adequacy, completeness, legality, reliability or usefulness of any such data. The information is
provided on an “as is” basis. It is provided without any representation or endorsement made and without warranty
of any kind, whether express or implied, including but not limited to the implied warranties of satisfactory quality,
fitness for a particular purpose, non-infringement and compatibility. GlobalCollect shall not be held liable for any
use or application of the data provided, and assumes no responsibility for the use or application of the data or
information derived from interpretation of the data. In no event shall GlobalCollect be liable for any direct, indirect,
or incidental damages arising from the use or application of such data.”

THANK YOU
We hope you enjoyed the first of GlobalCollect’s quarterly gaming
intelligence reports. This report provides a snapshot of the gaming and
payments data currently available to our clients via our business intelligence
services.
Presenting accurate and visually appealing data allows our gaming clients
to clearly identify trends and outliers in their own payments performance
and ultimately take action on the insights provided. Make informed business
decisions, increase your global payments performance and boost revenues
with GlobalCollect.

Nathan Salisbury
Global Market Director - Gaming
Nathan.Salisbury@globalcollect.com

video gaming

The gaming payments leader
Leverage our expert knowledge
Business Intelligence & Fraud Protection
Increase your performance & revenues
Global reach with 150+
localized payment methods
Accelerate your international expansion

gaming.globalcollect.com

Payments. Knowledge. Growth

